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Multi-Disciplinary Team
successful at improving
services to victims

By Sean Black
ICASA Staff

O

nce a month they gather in
Kankakee County and talk
about sexual assault. They talk about
ways victims can be better served by
hospitals and law enforcement and the
local rape crisis center. They talk about
ways all the agencies in town can
better work together. They talk about
the issue of sexual violence.
The discussions and the outcomes
from those discussions have helped
sexual assault victims receive better
services. They have helped make the
Kankakee County Sexual Assault
Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) a model
program.
“The problems are brought to the
table and the problems are worked out
right there,” said Chief Jo Mulcahy of
the Kankakee County Sheriff’s
Department. “We’ve gotten everybody
on board so it works better all around.
… It’s just been excellent.”
The MDT consists of the Kankakee
County
Sheriff’s
Department,
Kankakee City Police, Bourbonnais
Police Department, Bradley Police
Department,
Herscher
Police
Department,
Manteno
Police
Department, Illinois State Police,
Kankakee County State’s Attorney’s
Office adult and juvenile divisions,
Provena St. Mary’s Hospital, Riverside
Medical Center, The Kankakee County
Probation Department, the Child

Network, Catholic Charities Elder
Abuse program, Olivet Nazarene
University and the Kankakee County
Center Against Sexual Assault.
The project was initiated in Sept.
2004 through a three-year grant from
the Illinois Criminal Justice Information
Authority. The grant was continued in
2007. The communication and trust
between group members has grown
tremendously through the years.
“It’s nothing for me to call a detective
or KC-CASA worker or State’s Attorney
worker. It’s understood that can be
done,” said Pat Donath, Clinical
Coordinator at Provena St. Mary’s
Hospital.
The communication is crucial to the
program’s success of increasing the
reports of sexual assault and moving
those cases through the legal system.
“People learn to know us, trust us,
have become friends with us,” KCCASA
advocate
and
project
coordinator Cheryl Chamberlain said.
“It’s an easier transition because
we’ve built the relationships over the
years. There is always that one
person in every office that we have
developed a relationship with that you
can go to and they will go above and
beyond.”
The number of reports of sexual
assault rose from 111 in 2003 to 146 in
2005, the first year of the MTD. There
were 145 reports in 2006.
“I think people are more confident
with reporting because of what we are
doing,” Bourbonnais Police Department
Detective Lt. Greg Kunce. “It makes it a
better process for the victims.”
The data collection is an important
Collaboration continued on page 4
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Objectification: Dot to Dot

VIEWPOINT

Exploitation of women
leaves easy to follow
path across society

L

et’s play connect the dots. You
objectify women. Women are

hurt.
You buy prostitutes. Women are
hurt.
You wolf-whistle at a woman
walking down the street. Women are
hurt.
You buy
pornography.
Women are hurt.
You go to strip
clubs. Women are
hurt.
You objectify
women. Women are
hurt.
It really is that
Carol
simple. We don’t
Corgan need to get lost in a
maze of rhetoric and
hyperbole. We need to follow the
simple straight lines.
The examples have been coming
frequently of late.
Elliott Spitzer was caught buying a
woman. Caught in the hypocrisy of
committing a crime he crusaded
against. Caught betraying his wife
and supposed values.
So common. So ordinary. So
typical for a man with power. He
objectifies women and his
objectification hurts women.
It teaches horrible lessons to youth.
It shows that men in power can buy
women’s bodies for sexual
gratification. Young women are led to
believe that prostitution is a career
choice that could earn them
thousands of dollars an hour. What is
hidden from view is that the pimp gets
most of the money. Also hidden are
the traumatic effects of the sex trade
industry.
I have spent many hours since
Spitzer’s admission reading and
listening to newscasters. They say he
2
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AND I KEEP WAITING

FOR

SOMEONE BEHIND THE MICROPHONE TO
SAY THAT IT IS AN

FOR A MAN TO
A WOMAN

–

ABUSE OF POWER

SEXUALLY EXPLOIT

NO MATTER HOW HE DOES IT.

is a hypocrite. They say he may have
committed a crime, perhaps a federal
felony. Some are positively gleeful at
his public downfall. And gratified for
yet another sex scandal involving a
prominent politician.
These newscasters revel in their
own version of objectification. They
repeatedly show the scantily-clad
woman’s pictures. They delight in the
numbers – he was in a hotel room
with a woman whose pimp charges
$3,500, $4,100, $5,000 per hour. They
fail to mention how little of that money
goes to the woman.
But they don’t care because the
pundits practically fondle the idea of
what his actions might have been. I
imagine them calculating what acts
she might perform for that sum,
wondering what you could do to a
woman for that kind of money, what
you could require of her mouth,
hands, breasts, vagina, anus?
And I keep waiting for someone
behind the microphone to say that it is
an abuse of power for a man to
sexually exploit a woman – no matter
how he does it. It may be words,
pictures, coercion, force. In this
instance the sexual coercion is
accomplished by money. He pays for
a lease on her body – she is his for an
hour, a day, a week. He pays so he
can do what he wants with impunity.
He pays for his objectification of that
woman. He doesn’t pay for the
objectification he causes. He doesn’t
pay for the harm he routinely inflicts
on the women in his life. His buying of
sex changes his thoughts, his beliefs

about women. It has to. This singular
act doesn’t occur in a vacuum. It has
repercussions.
Every objectification has
consequences. You can’t walk into a
strip club tonight and be unfazed
tomorrow when you walk the street.
One night you are in a club where
women are taking off their clothes for
dollars. You are allowed to ogle, to
leer, to touch, to objectify. And while
the leers might not be as long and the
thoughts not as lewd, the next time
you tip a waitress, I can’t help but
think you are wondering how big a tip
you would need to give to get her to
undress, to gyrate on your lap. All the
women in your life are subject to your
objectification. The strip club goer
doesn’t live in a vacuum.
Objectification one night leads to
objectification the next day. You don’t
sleep it off. You don’t wash it away in
the shower. It’s there becoming
ingrained in the thought process. The
dots connect.
Society ignores these dots. None of
the pundits speak of the woman
Spitzer paid for. Except to smirk –
they linger over her possible pretend
names – they freely use the word
whore while implying worse. I hear
James Carville saying Spitzer does
not need to resign – this behavior isn’t
criminal. Alan Dershewitz calls it
private sexual conduct. A Chicago
Tribune Columnist (who?) says “If a
politician wants to chase prostitutes, it
seems to me that’s his or her
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WHAT IS ICASA?
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business.” (Her?? Get real). As if the
purchase of a woman’s body is hohum-business-as-usual. A political
scandal, but really, wink-nod, no harm
done. The subtext – it’s just us guys
doing what guys do. And, hey we
couldn’t buy it if she weren’t selling it,
right? She must be the wrong doer.
They do not ask who really profits
from the commerce in women’s
bodies. They do not speculate about
the rape and pimp culture that targets
women with limited options and
entraps them in a world that
simultaneously feeds and robs them.
These pundits refuse to look below the
surface. They assume the woman
Spitzer bought is living a sweet life
with her fortune. They do not
acknowledge that the prostituted
woman gets a tiny fraction of the
hourly rate. Not enough to leave.
Through the talking heads, they make
the destruction of women in
prostitution invisible: they wouldn’t
have to look far to find facts.
Prostitution isn’t pretty – it is an
industry that exploits the economic
and emotional vulnerabilities of
women. In real life it looks like this:
 2/3 of prostitutes were sexually
abused from the ages of 13-16.

 2/3 of prostitutes abused in
childhood were molested by natural,
step-, or foster fathers.

 In one study, 1/3 of the women
entered prostitution before the age
of 15, and 62% of the sample were
in prostitution before their 18th
birthday.

 96% of prostitutes who entered
prostitution as juveniles were
runaways. Most stated they had no
other option for making money.

 75% of prostitutes have
attempted suicide.

Adults working in prostitution
reported the following:

NEWS

 82% had been physically
assaulted;
 83% had been threatened with a
weapon;
 68% had been raped while
working as a prostitute;
 84% experienced current or past
homelessness.

It isn’t funny. She isn’t a whore. She
isn’t rich. She doesn’t want it. It wasn’t a
real choice made on a level playing field.
She is harmed. She is a real person
with real feelings. She grew up in a
rape culture. When she was a girl, she
may have aspired to be a doctor, to
teach, to build houses, to be an actress,
accountant, artist, architect – anything
she could do standing up with her
clothes on. But her life got narrowed by
abuse, by economics, by an
accumulation of harms. Let’s not forget
her and all women. Let’s not forget any
of them. These are real women. With
real hearts and lives. Who are
marketed like meat. Already the woman
in the Spitzer case has been offered
millions to appear in more pornography
to be objectified again and again. And
every time we objectify her, we objectify
all women, from your mother to the
store clerk to the waitress.
This year, at last, I thought women
could aspire to be anything – even
president. But today, once again, I am
reminded of all the ways we are used,
abused and made invisible. Our
exploitation – our abuse – is
normalized. Spitzer is losing his career,
his crusader reputation, his dreams.
The women he bought lost their
dreams long ago. His wife’s dreams,
his daughters’ dreams – also lost. The
dreams of every woman and girl
everywhere are harmed every day that
this commerce in women is the norm.
Objectification is a crime against
one woman and every woman. Those
who minimize this conduct and ignore
the women harmed by it are telling the
rest of us where we stand and what
we can expect.

Carol Corgan is Assistant Director of
the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault.
Viewpoint is a regular feature in
Coalition Commentary.
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facet of the project, especially for the
police departments and State’s
Attorney’s offices. The data collection
system tracks cases through the
system, enabling law enforcement to
see the outcomes of individual cases,
and the group can discuss ways to
improve the system with real-time case
specific discussion. The data also
shows the judges’ rulings for each
case, enabling the State’s Attorney’s
office to better prepare for trial.
The process has helped prosecution
of sexual assault cases because the
group provides a better foundation for
victim assistance than other types of
cases. In 2006, 35 percent of the
reports led to charges being filed by the
State’s Attorney’s office. Also, the
percentage of cases dismissed once
they entered the system has fallen
from 22-percent in 2004 to 12-percent
in 2006.
“I’ve seen it in the other kinds of
cases, say burglary cases, and you
see the victims lose interest,” said
Kankakee County Assistant State’s
Attorney Brenda Claudio. “…When you
have a group of people that victims feel
they are being supported that are
willing to stay for the long haul.”
The group often discusses the
cases in the system and the strengths
and weaknesses of each case. The
trust and knowledge of each other’s
efforts has helped ease the pain of
cases that didn’t have the outcome
desired by the group.
“They now understand why certain
cases were not charged,” Claudio said.
“… They acknowledge it and
understand it instead of just being mad
at us.”
The program has led to an increase
in cases being taken to trial vs. a plea
agreement being reached prior to trial.
In 2003, 70-percent of the charged
cases reached plea agreement and
only 10-percent were taken to trial. In
2005, 23-percent of the charged cases
were taken to trial and 50-percent had
plea agreements.
The improved communication didn’t
happen easily. The participants needed
4
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“The trainings have been

great. (The police officers)
know what to expect, who
to call, who to talk to.

That is so important,” said
Mulcahy, who has been with
the police for more than 30
years. “They are understanding

It’s not a sexual
crime. It’s a power crime.”

more. …

patience in building the project. It’s a
lesson other programs must heed
when beginning a collaborative effort
with difficult questions.
“You have to start somewhere, not
give up and realize it’s going to take
time to do this,” Chamberlain said. “If
you get one person on your side,
you’ve gained from that.”
The MTD’s goal from the start was
to heighten sensitivity to victims of
sexual violence and improve evidence
collection, initial response victim
interviews and victim referrals. Among
the first outcomes was increased
training of police officers by KC-CASA
staff.
“The trainings have been great.
(The police officers) know what to
expect, who to call, who to talk to. That
is so important,” said Mulcahy, who has
been with the police for more than 30
years. “They are understanding more.
… It’s not a sexual crime. It’s a power
crime. It’s just been excellent. I know
what it was like back then and they
know what it was like before. (The
MTD) has been great.”
The MTD’s funding allowed KCCASA to add two advocates and a
project coordinator. The State’s

Attorney’s Office added an additional
prosecutor to aid in expediting
prosecution of sex offenders and
violations of probation or violations of
sex offender registration. KC-CASA’s
leadership in the project has been
invaluable.
“KC-Casa has been the catalyst
behind this. Without them it wouldn’t
have been as good,” Kunce said.
The group also spent a year working
to improve the forensic evidence
collection process at the local
hospitals,
culminating
in
the
purchasing of specialized forensic
photography equipment for photo
documentation.
“It took several months to make sure
we had all our ducks in a row. We
couldn’t have done it without the team,”
Donath said.
The group has been dogged in its
efforts to improve the system’s
responses and case outcomes. Project
goals are reached quickly in some
areas while others take up to a year of
discussion and research. That the
agencies remain at the table is the
crucial element in any decision.
Collaboration continued on page 5

Collaboration
continued from page 4

“Sometimes we can sit down at the
table and solve something in five
minutes. It depends on how detailed it
is and what we are doing. Sometimes
it’s a year,” Kunce said. “Everybody
has input. Nobody turns a deaf ear.”
Currently, the group is working to
improve the public’s knowledge about
sexual violence to enhance the jury
pool and working with judges to
improve the instructions given to juries.
“This is an issue that’s out
there, but there is not an easy
solution,” Chamberlain said. “But it’s
not something we just complain about
and forget about. We’re working on it.”
Funding for the MTD has been
ongoing. However, even if funding
wasn’t obtained the strides the group
has made the past four years would
not end.
“If I lost my job and the two
advocates lost their job, I still think
things would happen,” Chamberlain
said. “I can’t see the people who have
been doing the work all this time
leaving the effort.”
That knowledge will continue to

BY THE NUMBERS

NEWS

THE TEAM MEMBERS

Members of the Kankakee County Sexual Assault
Multi-Diciplinary Team

 Kankakee County Sheriff’s
Department
 Kankakee City Police
 Bourbonnais Police Department
 Bradley Police Department
 Herscher Police Department
 Manteno Police Department
 Illinois State Police
 Kankakee County Probation
Department
 Kankakee County State’s Attorney’s
Office adult and juvenile divisions
 Riverside Medical Center
 Provena St. Mary’s Hospital
 Child Network
 Olivet Nazarene University
 Kankakee County Center Against
Sexual Assault

benefit the county and sexual assault
victims.
“The knowledge we have acquired
through the years is wonderful and I
hope we won’t ever lose that. We keep
bringing in new people,” Mulcahy said.

Statistics focusing on sexual assault cases in the Kankakee County legal system beginning in the year 2003. The
Kankakee County Sexual Assault Multi-Disciplinary Team was established in September of 2004 to improve
the response to sexual assault victims.

Reports

111

% Cases
Charged

49%

Charged

54

2003

120
46

38%

2004

146
44

30%

2005

145
50

35%

Trial

5

7

10

8

Dismissed

11

10

7

4

Plea

Active

38
0

24
5

22
5

24
14

2006
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13,000 abuse reports in
3 years at juvenile centers

The Associated Press recently
released a report identifying more than
13,000 claims of abuse, including
1,140 claims of sexual abuse in
juvenile correction centers around the
country from 2004 through 2007.
The AP surveyed each state agency
that oversees juvenile correction
centers and asked for information
about the number of deaths as well as
the number of allegations and
confirmed cases of physical, sexual
and emotional abuse by staff
members.
Only 1,343 of the claims of abuse
were confirmed by authorities. Of the
1,140 claims of sexual abuse, 143
were confirmed by investigators.

Sexual harassment reports
increase in military in 2006
The percentage of women in the
military who experience sexual
harassment rose to 34 percent in the
latest survey by the Pentagon. The
survey, completed in 2006, is a 10percent increase from the survey
completed in 2002. Only six percent of
men experienced sexual harassment.
A 1995 study reported that 46 percent
of the women in the military reported
being sexually harassed.
The number of reported sexual
assaults among military personnel
dropped from 2,947 in 2006 to 2,688 in
2007.
The reports are mandated by
Congress and the sexual harassment
survey is slated to take place every
four years.

On the web @ www.icasa.org

Crisis Centers, Facts & Stats, Publications, News, Legal Issues, Library, Espanol
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Sound Off

MEDIA

Keeping a watchful eye on the portrayal of women in pop culture ...

Splish Splash,
where’s the trash

Another year, another item in this
section regarding the Sports
Illustrated swimsuit edition. This
annual travesty hit the newsstands
and mailboxes and Internet browsers
again in Feb., and again it should be
called what it is: pornography. If the
word “swimsuit” is in the title, why are
there numerous pages with models
covered in paint? Why are there
more than 20 pictures of topless
models? Where are those models’
swimsuits? What does this have to
do with a sports magazine anyway?
Why is this accepted as just the way
it should be?
And among the worst offenders in
the swimsuit edition were ...

Budweiser

The King of Beers continued its
objectifying track record with its ad
collection in the Swimsuit Edition.
The ads all feature scantily clad
models leaning seductively against a
tall glass of beer. The models aren’t
drinking, they are barely clothed, but
apparently that sells beer.

Marc Ecko

The clothing line’s advertisement
features a lingerie-clad woman sitting
seductively on a fully-clothed man’s
lap. While she stares intently at him,
he stares passively at the camera.

GMC Trucks

The truck manufacturer has
multiple two-page advertisements
featuring a woman lounging on a
6 Coalition Commentary, Spring 2008

hammock or the beach with the
critique of her appearance. Her elbow
is too pointy or she has a freckle, etc.
The ad showcases the need to critique
women on any level. It doesn’t
showcase trucks, with only one
pictured in the lower right-hand corner.

Dasani Water

Featuring a three-page pullout ad
that was created to reduce a woman
to body parts. And somewhere in it
all was a bottle of water.
Back to regularly
critiques ...

scheduled

VH1 Television
Reality Bites

And we’re not talking about a
Winona Ryder movie, but instead
about reality television living large on
television, specifically Rock of Love
2 and Flavor of Love 3. These inane
VH1 shows portray women doing
demeaning activity after demeaning
activity all for the attention of
washed up music stars Bret
Michaels and Flavor Flav. It’s
entirely disappointing and a
continued setback for the portrayal
of women on television and how
women and men should interact.

Movie provides
foolish campaign

The recent movie “Fool’s Gold”
starred Kate Hudson and Matthew
McConaughey. The movie’s print
advertisement focused a lot more on
Hudson. The ad in magazines and
papers and the movie poster shows
Hudson wearing a bikini while

McConaughey is fully clothed. The
disparity is striking. If one of the stars
needs to be in swimwear both
should be in swimwear. Instead
Hudson is objectified.

Axe commercials
maintain bad course

The latest misogynistic commercial
ploy from Axe deodorant is the
“Naughty to Nice” program. This
commercial is a parody of prison
where good girls who have gone bad,
i.e kidnapping men who wear Axe
Deodorant. The premise is to take
these “naughty girls” and make them
nice again but it’s impossible because
of the power of Axe. It’s a silly
commercial and continues to reinforce
Axe’s thoughts that women can’t
control themselves. And in another
shot at women’s self-control Axe has
a commercial out called “Girl Fight.” In
this version two women get into a
slow-motion fight over a man’s shirt.
The shirt of course has the scent of a
man who wore Axe deodorant.

GoDaddy.com keeps
up bad track

In the ever-popular Super Bowl
advertisement
explosion
–
godaddy.com won again for the
worst ad. This company takes pride
in its ads that objectify women and
once again stayed true to form in this
ad featuring racecar driver Danica
Patrick.
Hopefully,
soon
godaddy.com will go away. And
hopefully soon, Danica Patrick, who
also appeared in the Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Edition will stop
posing for objectifying ads.

Shelf

Off the

A selection of the books available in
the counseling/Mental Health Issues
section of ICASA’s library for
working with significant others.

Alexander, Debra Whiting.
Children Changed by Trauma: A
Healing Guide.
1999.
Using the framework of trauma
theory as a template, gives concrete
case examples and interventions
that can be explored both
immediately or long after an event.
Angelica, Jade Christine.
We are Not Alone. A Guidebook for
Helping Professionals and Parents
Supporting Adolescent Victims of
Sexual Abuse.
2002.
Designed to help guide adolescent
sexual abuse victims through the
social services and criminal justice
systems.

Cameron, Grant.
What About Me? A Guide for Men
Helping Female Partners Deal with
Childhood Sexual Abuse.
1994.
The book aims to help men
understand the issues surrounding
childhood sexual abuse and prepare
them for the rocky journey through
the healing process with a survivor.
Davis, Laura.
Allies in Healing. When the Person
You Love Was Sexually Abused as
a Child.
1991.
Based on in-depth interviews & her
workshops for partners across the

THE TOPICS

ICASA Library Subject Categories:













Sexual Assault Victims
Social/Cultural/Political Analysis
Counseling/Mental Health Issues
Legal Issues
Medical Issues
Prevention/Education Training
Special Populations
Pornography
Sexual Harassment
Domestic Violence
Sex Offenders
Management/Program Development

country, offers practical advice &
encouragement to all partners trying
to support the survivors in their lives
while tending to their own needs
along the way.
Graber, Ken.
Ghosts in the Bedroom. A Guide for
Partners of Incest Survivors.
1991.
Provides comfort & guidance for
partners in the process of recovery.
Hillman, Donald & Solek-Tefft,
Janice.
Spiders and Flies. Help for Parents
and Teachers of Sexually Abused
Children.
1998.
Offers parents, teachers, &
counselors critical information on
how to deal with the aftermath of
reported child sexual abuse.
Landry, Dorothy Beaulieu.
Family Fallout. A Handbook for
Families of Adult Sexual Abuse
Survivors.

LIBRARY

1991.
Helps families understand the
healing process & deal with their
own feelings about the disclosure of
sexual abuse.

Maltz, Wendy & Holman, Beverly.
Incest and Sexuality. A Guide to
Understanding and Healing.
1987.
Provides self-help information for
adult survivors of child sexual abuse
and insights for clinicians.
Maltz, Wendy.
The Sexual Healing Journey Revised Edition. A Guide for
Survivors of Sexual Abuse.
2001.
Encouraging, hope-filled book can
help survivors of all types of sexual
abuse achieve the loving and safe
sexual lives they so richly deserve.

Matsakis, Aphrodite.
Trust After Trauma. A Guide to
Relationships for Survivors & Those
Who Love Them.
1998.
Stimulating and practical guide to
the difficult journey from traumatic
isolation and aloneness to meaning
and human intimacy.
McEvoy, Alan W. and Brookings,
Jeff
If She is Raped. Abridged Second
Edition.
1991.
The book provides positive ways
you can help your wife, daughter or
a woman friend recover - with
insights and understanding about
rape and its aftermath.
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HEALTH CARE PREVENTION AND RESPONSE EFFORTS
DOMESTIC, ELDER AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE

TO

What: Illinois Health Cares 6th Annual Training of Trainers. The conference features
instructor Elane Alpert and focuses on teaching health care professionals prevention
messages and learning to intervene early in the cycle of violence.
Date: April 29, 2008
Where: The Forum at Carle, Urbana, IL.
More Information: 217-558-6570

ICASA STATEWIDE SEXUAL ASSAULT CONFERENCE

What: Annual conference of the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault includes
plenaries by Veraunda Jackson and Ann Troy. Also, Reanae McNeal will perform here
play “I Am Every Woman.” The event will also include the presentation of the Fourth
Annual Moxie Awards.
Date: May 19-21, 2008
Where: Crowne Plaza, Springfield, IL
More Information: 217-753-4117

WCSAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE

What: Annual conference of the Washington Coalition of Sexual Assault Programs.
The event includes a variety of workshops and plenary addresses.
Date: May 20-22, 2008
Where: Red Lion at the Park, Spokane, WA
More Information: www.wcsap.org

RESPONSES, RIGHTS

AND RESOURCES FOR CRIME VICTIMS
What: Sponsored by the National Center for Victims of Crime and the Oregon
Attorney General Sexual Assault Task Force. It will emphasize a multidisciplinary
approach to sharing promising practices, current research, effective policies, research
developments and skill-building workshops.
Date: June 2-4, 2008
Where: Hilton Portland and Executive Tower, Portland, OR
More Information: www.ncvc.org

STRENGTHENING

THE HEARTBEAT OF ALL OUR RELATIONS
What: The 11th Annual Indian Nations Conference will provide opportunities for
education, skills building, and strategies on a wide variety of important issues
pertaining to victimization in tribal communities.
Date: December 11-13, 2008
Where: Wyndham Palm Springs Hotel, Palm Springs, CA
More Information: 323-650-5467
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Teens happy to create online

INTERNET

Teenagers unfazed by
building things on Internet

WASHINGTON — Content creation
by teenagers continues to grow, with
64% of online teenagers ages 12 to 17
engaging in at least one type of content
creation, up from 57% of online teens in
2004.
Fueled by new technologies,
websites, and social network domains
such as Facebook and MySpace, large
numbers of teens share and create
materials online:
• 39% of online teens share their own
artistic creations online such as artwork,
photos stories, or videos
• 33% of online teens create or work
on webpages or blogs for others,
including friends, groups they belong to
or school assignments
• 28% of online teens have created
their own blog, up from 19% in 2004,
and almost completely driven by the
popularity of blogging among girls
• 27% of online teens maintain their
own webpage
• 26% of online teens remix content
they find online into their own creations
Girls continue to dominate most
elements of content creation. Some
35% of all teen girls blog, compared
with 20% of online boys, and 54% of
wired girls post photos online compared
with 40% of online boys. Boys, however,
do dominate one area – posting of video
content online – online teen boys are
nearly twice as likely as online girls
(19% vs. 10%) to have posted a video
online somewhere where someone else
could see it.
These findings are highlighted in a
new report from the Pew Internet &
American Life Project, “Teens and
Social Media.” The report is based on a
national phone survey of 935 youth
ages 12-17 in November 2006. The
margin of error for the survey is 4
percentage points.
The survey found that content
creation is not just about sharing
creative output; it is also about
participating in conversations fueled by

that content. Nearly half (47%) of online
teens have posted photos where others
can see them, and 89% of those teens
who post photos say that people
comment on the images at least “some
of the time.” Teens who post videos
report a similarly large incidence of
feedback, with nearly three quarters
(72%) of video posters receiving
comments on their videos.
“Content is created for an audience,”
notes Amanda Lenhart, Senior
Research Specialist and one of the
authors of the report. “For teens, the
beauty of the internet, particularly social
networking websites, is that content can
be created and easily shared among a
network of friends. Even more
compelling is that people in those social
networks can easily comment and give
feedback on shared content.”
However, many teen content creators
do not simply plaster their creative
endeavors on the Web for anyone to
view; many teens limit access to content
that they share. Some 66% of teens
with social network profiles restrict
access to their profiles in some way and
77% of teens who upload photos restrict
access to them at least “some of the
time.” In contrast, 58% of adults who
post photos restrict access to them in
some way. A smaller percentage of
teens who upload videos (54%) restrict
access to them.
Social network sites affect teens’
lives in other ways beyond providing
space for content creation and
feedback. For many teens they are now
an integral part of the system of
communication that they use to conduct
the work of their lives. Fully 41% of the
teens who use MySpace, Facebook or
other social network sites say they send
messages to friends via those sites
every day.
The Pew Internet report also
highlights a new segment of “multichannel” teens. These teens are supercommunicators who have a host of
technology options for dealing with
family and friends – traditional landline
phones, cell phones, texting, social

network sites, instant messaging, and
email. They represent about 28% of the
entire teen population and they are
more likely to be older girls.
These super-communicator teens
have all kinds of interactions with their
friends at levels equal to or greater than
other teens, including face-to-face visits
and phone chats via traditional
landlines. And as with all teens, email is
selected only as a last resort to stay in
touch with friends.
“Access to social networks and cell
phones has opened up new channels
for today’s teens,” said Mary Madden,
Senior Research Specialist and an
author of the report. “New technology
increases the overall intensity and
frequency of their communication with
friends, with email being the one
glaringly uncool exception in their eyes.”
Asked about the communication they
have every day with their friends, the
multi-channel teens say:
• 70% talk daily with friends on a cell
phone
• 60% send text messages daily
• 54% instant message
• 47% send messages daily over
social network sites
• 46% talk to friends on a landline
phone
• 35% spend time with friends in
person daily
• 22% send email every day to
friends
Apart from the super-communicators,
cell phones have a significant impact on
communication choices among teens.
Nearly two-thirds (63%) of teens now
have a cell phone and for teens who
have them, they are the premier
communication method for talking with
friends. Among teens with cell phones,
55% say they use them to talk with
friends every day.
The Pew Internet Project produces reports
that explore the social impact of the internet.
Support for the non-profit Pew Internet Project is
provided by The Pew Charitable Trusts. The
Project is an initiative of the Pew Research
Center. The Project’s website:
http://www.pewinternet.org
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HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY!

Freedom House, Inc. in Princeton is
celebrating its 25th year of service
with a Silver Anniversary Celebration
Ball, September 27, at the Princeton
Galleria. The Phaze Orchestra
(pictured above) will be performing
for the “little black dress” and black
tie event. A meal will be served and
live and silent auctions will be held.
Proceeds directly benefit Freedom
House clients and their children. Visit
www.freedomhouseillinois.com for
more information.

VALENTINE’S DAY CHARITY BALL

The Progressive Business Group hosted
its Sixth Annual Valentine Charity Ball to
benefit the Center for Prevention of Abuse
in Peoria on Feb. 16 at
the Par-a-Dice Hotel.
The black-tie optional
event included more
than 350 guests and
featured a gourmet fourcourse meal, live
entertainment, auctions
and more. “It’s a topnotch event that’s an all
around fun and romantic
evening for everyone,” said Phil Jordan,
chairman of the event.
Top photo: Katie Hanlon, Community
Relations Coordinator; Mary Springer,
Development Coordinator; Jeanne Anders,
Prevention Educator; Jenn Dillon,
Domestic Violence Advocacy Coordinator; and Brenda Warren, Prevention Educator.
Photo Right: Melanie Schneider, prevention educator, Warren, Anders, Patti Morris, Director of
Prevention Services, and Hanlon.

25 YEARS

AND

COUNTING

The Zacharias Sexual Abuse Center in Gurnee is
celebrating its 25th Anniversary this year. The
center was formerly known as the Lake County
Center Against Sexual Abuse. Pictured at left is
Zacharias
Sexual Abuse
Center staff
Left to right,
standing, then
seated: Lori
Viera, Jane Hunter,
Michelle Minarcik, Consuelo Sanchez, Lynn Osborn,
Joe Howard, Wendy Ivy, Georgia Vasquez, Jeff
Blumenfeld, Adam Robinson, Sandra Heraver, Torrie
Flink, Linda West, Tammy Hicks and Stacey
Coleman.
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STEPPING STONES

SPOTLIGHT

ON

...

CENTER INFORMATION

SPOTLIGHT
ON ...

ADV&SAS

Who: ADV & SAS, Streator, IL
What: Intimate
Partner Stalking:
What Everyone
Should Know

Who: YWCA McLean County, Stepping
Stones Sexual Assault Services,
Bloomington, IL
What: Kids’ Peace Camp

Stepping Stones offers a five-day free camp for
children in second through fifth grades. The camp is held in the summer
and the winter and utilizes guest speakers from the community to teach
children anti-violence techniques. There were 64 participants in the camp in
2007. The program was established in 2006.

What do they do?

All activities are focused on building skills in one of these ares: self-awareness,
appreciating differences, team building, environmental issues, and identifying
violent or potentially violent behavior. Activities at the camp included yoga,
gardening, role plays, singing, dancing, swimming, “I-message” activities,
nutrition, art and recycling household items to create shadowboxes.

In their own words ...

“The aim is always to teach positive conflict resolution skills,” said Yadira
Ruiz, program manager for Stepping Stones Sexual Assault Services. “It’s a
ton of fun and the kids love it. The feedback from parents has been good.
The kids talk about what they’ve learned and try to teach the family what
they’ve learned.”

This first-year program was held
three times in conjunction with
Illinois Valley Community College.
The one-hour presentation
promotes awareness and public
education about stalking, how it
affects individuals and the
community.

What do they do?

The program examines the link
between stalking, sexual assault
and domestic violence as well as
common technology used by
stalkers. The presentation was
interactive and included music,
audience participation, current
stalking cases in the United States
and literature handouts.

In their own words ...

“By defining Illinois’ stalking law
and examining the scope of the
problem the program was able to
provide resources to victims and
advocates,” ADV&SAS prevention
educator Natalie Alexander said.

Information

Contact Alexander at 815-6731552.

Information

Contact Ruiz at 309-662-0461, ext. 272 for more information.
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CENTER INFORMATION
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Northwest CASA
Hotline: 888-802-8890 Business: 847-806-6526

AURORA

Mutual Ground, Inc.
Hotline: 630-897-8383 Business: 630-897-8989

BELLEVILLE

Call for Help/Sexual Assault Victim’s Care Unit
(SAV-U)
Hotline: 618-397-0975 Business: 618-397-0975

BLOOMINGTON

Stepping Stones Sexual Assault Services
YWCA McLean County
Hotline: 309-827-4005 Business: 309-622-0461

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SERVICE CENTER

SPOTLIGHT

ON

...

CARBONDALE

Rape Crisis Services of the Women’s Center, Inc.
Hotline: 618-529-2324 Business: 618-549-4807

CHARLESTON/MATTOON

Sexual Assault Counseling and Information
Service (SACIS)
Hotline: 888-345-2846 Business: 217-348-5033

CHICAGO

Chicago Hotline: 888-293-2080

Community Counseling Centers of
Chicago/Quetzal Center
Business: 773-765-0612
Mujeres Latinas En Accion
Business: 1-773-890-7676

YWCA Metropolitan Chicago,
Sexual Violence and Support Services
Business: 312-762-2772
Rape Victim Advocates
Business: 312-443-9603

CHICAGO HEIGHTS

YWCA Metropolitan Chicago, South Suburban
Center, Sexual Violence and Support Services
Hotline: 708-748-5672 Business: 708-754-0486

DANVILLE

Vermilion County Rape Crisis Center
Hotline: 888-549-1800 Business: 217-446-1337

DECATUR

Growing Strong Sexual Assault Center
Hotline: 217-428-0770 Business: 217-428-0770

DEKALB

Safe Passage, Inc.
Hotline: 815-756-5228 Business: 815-756-7930

ELGIN

Community Crisis Center
Hotline: 847-697-2380 Business: 847-697-2380

GALENA

Riverview Center, Inc., Sexual Assault
Prevention & Intervention Services
Hotline: 888-707-8155 Business: 815-777-8155

GLEN ELLYN

YWCA Metropolitan Chicago, West Suburban
Center, Sexual Violence and Support Services
Hotline: 630-971-3927 Business: 630-790-6600

GURNEE

Zacharias Sexual Abuse Center
Hotline: 847-872-7799
Business: 847-244-1187
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Who: Sexual Assault Service Center,

Guardian Angel Community Services, Joliet, IL

What: Prom N’ Aide

Prom N’ Aide is a program started in 2006 that distributes free prom dresses
to girls in exchange for completing a two-hour “Safe Dating” class.

What do They do?

The “Safe Dating” class covers the different types of relationship abuse,
warning signs of abuse and the cycle of violence, rape myths, and sexual
assault prevention strategies. Participants discuss and sign the
“Relationship Bill of Rights” so that they will be educated on what they have
a right to expect from a relationship partner. Upon completion of the class,
each girl is registered to come in to the Prom Store. The Prom Store
contains new and gently-used formal dresses, shoes, makeup, jewelry, and
other accessories that have been collected in various “Prom Dress Drives.”
The girls receive time slots to come in and shop with our staff and
volunteers, who help them pick a dress and matching accessories. We have
collected more than 600 formal dresses, 58 girls have received dresses,
most with accessories and makeup included. We have also had several
girls who did not need dresses come because they wanted to take the
class. Parents or guardians have also attended with their daughters. This
year the program has been expanded to teenage boys as well, offering
incentives such as coupons for tux rentals, gift cards for prom dinner,
flowers, or limo service as incentives.

Information

Contact Donna Plier or Samantha Mosher at 815/729-0930, ext. 330, or ext. 524

RIVERVIEW CENTER

SPOTLIGHT

ON

...

Who: Riverview Center, Inc., Galena, IL
What: Court Watch

The Court Watch program is a citizen based volunteer group
that comes together to observe the criminal justice process.
The mission of the Jo Daviess County Court Watch program is
to provide information to the public as well as feedback to the
criminal justice system in handling sexual assault and domestic violence cases.

What do they do?

The citizens perform the role of identifying strengths and weaknesses in the
court system. The types of cases that are followed include: Sexual assault
and abuse, sex offender registration, domestic abuse, violations of orders of
protection and plenary order of protection hearings. The volunteers will collect
statistical data along with subjective observations. They will report on a wide
range of topics including: abuser accountability, victim sensitivity, court room
audibility, time spent on a case, courthouse conditions and court personnel
demeanor. A newsletter highlighting the findings will be distributed freely to
court personnel, law enforcement, attorneys, media and advocacy groups.

Information

Contact Josh Jasper at 815-777-8155.

FREEDOM HOUSE

SPOTLIGHT

ON

...

Who: Freedom House, Inc., Princeton, IL

What: Traveling Display Board

Freedom House has created a traveling tri-fold
display focusing on the message that sexual violence happens everywhere
and that small, rural communities are no exception. The board will be
displayed throughout Freedom House’s service area.

In their own words ...

“At some point, in virtually every speaking engagement I have, there are
those in the audience who are completely taken aback on the numbers of
women, teens, girls, men and boys Freedom House serves,” Freedom
House Special Projects Manager Stephanie Cartwright said.

Information:

CENTER INFORMATION

HICKORY HILLS

The Pillars Community Services
Hotline: 708-482-9600
Business: 708-741-4500

JOLIET

Sexual Assault Service Center
Guardian Angel Community Services
Hotline: 815-730-8984
Business: 815-729-0930

KANKAKEE

Kankakee County Center Against Sexual
Assault
Hotline: 815-932-3322
Business: 815-932-7273

MACOMB

Western Illinois Regional Council/Community
Action Agency Victim Services
Hotline: 309-837-5555
Business: 309-836-2148

MCHENRY

Pioneer Center/Voices Program
Hotline: 800- 892-8900
Business: 815-759-7066

PEORIA

The Center for the Prevention of Abuse Sexual Assault Services
Hotline: 309-691-4111
Business: 309-691-0551

PRINCETON

Freedom House, Inc.
Hotline: 800-474-6031
Business: 815-872-0087

QUAD CITIES

Rape/Sexual Assaul Program,
Family Resources Inc.
Hotline: 309-797-1777
Business: 309-797-6534

QUINCY

Quanada Sexual Assault Program
Hotline: 800-369-2287
Business: 217-223-2030

ROCKFORD

Rockford Sexual Assault Counseling, Inc. (RSAC)
Hotline: 815-636-9811
Business: 815-636-9811

SPRINGFIELD

Prairie Center Against Sexual Assault
Hotline: 217-753-8081
Business: 217-744-2560

STERLING

YWCA of the Sauk Valley
Hotline: 815-626-7277
Business: 815-625-0333

STREATOR

ADV & SAS
Hotline: 800-892-3375
Business: 815-672-2353

URBANA

A Woman’s Fund, Inc., Rape Crisis Services
Hotline: 217-355-5203
Business: 217-355-5214

VANDALIA

Sexual Assault and Family Emergencies (SAFE)
Hotline: 800-625-1414
Business: 618-283-1414

Contact Cartwright at 815-872-0087.
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SASETA changes help victims
ATTORNEY’S REPORT

C

hanges to the Sexual Assault
Survivors Emergency
Treatment Act (SASETA), effective
January 1, 2008, are already
improving sexual assault survivors’
access to critical healthcare in the
emergency department. These
changes also help to create more
options for victims for follow-up care
and streamline the billing process, to
prevent victims from receiving bills for
this care.
The overhaul of
SASETA was
accomplished
through the twoyear collaborative
efforts of ICASA,
the Office of the
Illinois Attorney
General, Illinois
Hospital
Lyn
Association, Illinois
Schollett Department of
Healthcare and
Family Services, Illinois Department of
Public Health and the Illinois State
Medical Society. Thanks in large part
to this extraordinary collaboration, SB
1618 passed both chambers of the
Illinois General Assembly unanimously
and was signed by the Governor.
Many of the amendments update or
clarify the language in SASETA. The
most significant changes are covered
briefly below.

Follow-up Healthcare

Prior to this year, survivors seeking
follow-up healthcare that would be
paid for under SASETA had to return
to the emergency department for this
care. Understandably, victims were
reluctant to return to the emergency
department and hospitals were often
resistant to treating non-emergency
patients in the emergency department.
Amendments to SASETA now allow a
victim to choose the location for her
follow-up care and increase the care
that will be reimbursed under
SASETA.
Beginning January 1, sexual
assault survivors receive a voucher for
14
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follow-up health care when they leave
the emergency department. These
vouchers allow survivors to select
medical providers of their choice for
care after the emergency department
visit by expanding the range of
healthcare providers eligible to be
reimbursed through the IDHFS Sexual
Assault Program.
Reimbursable follow-up healthcare
has been expanded to include any
healthcare related to the sexual
assault that the victim needs within 90
days of the emergency department
visit. Follow-up healthcare specifically
includes office visits with a physician,
advanced practice nurse, or physician
assistant; laboratory tests and
appropriate medications, including HIV
prophylaxis. Vouchers can be used to
pay for medications whether those
medications are provided as part of an
office visit or at a pharmacy.
If a survivor does not have
insurance and is not a Medicare
recipient, the voucher can be used to
pay for follow-up healthcare. If a
survivor has health insurance, the
voucher can be used to cover
insurance co-pays.

HIV Prophylaxis

The amendments also made
important changes to the manner in
which HIV prophylaxis is administered
to survivors. Prior to January 1, there
was a great deal of confusion
regarding when healthcare providers
should give survivors HIV prophylaxis
and when it would be reimbursed
under SASETA. Doctors also were
concerned about giving survivors a full
30-day regimen of the medications
since HIV drugs can have significant
side effects, and survivors did not
always have access to proper followup care.
Now, SASETA ensures that in the
emergency department, the survivor
receives an evaluation of the risk of
contracting HIV as a result of the
sexual assault. An at-risk survivor
also then receives an initial dose or
doses of HIV prophylaxis when a

healthcare professional deems it
appropriate, along with written and
oral instructions on the importance of
timely follow-up health care.
The necessary additional doses of
HIV prophylaxis, as well as the
extensive monitoring required for this
medication, are now covered under the
follow-up health care described above.
As a result of these changes,
victims are no longer required to go to
hospital emergency departments for
ongoing HIV care, but can instead
seek services at a more appropriate
provider.

Emergency Hospital
Treatment

The amendments to SASETA
updated the care that treatment
hospitals are required to provide to
sexual assault victims, consistent with
standards proscribed by the Centers
for Disease Control and the American
College of Emergency Physicians.
Updates include:

 Removing the requirement that
the hospital test for STIs when a
victim presents at the emergency
department; such tests will not offer
any indication of whether the victim
was exposed to an STI during the
rape;

 Providing victims with medication
needed at the hospital and after
discharge as permitted by the
hospital’s protocol;
 Informing the survivor of her
need to access follow-up STI
testing as deemed appropriate and
on a time frame deemed
appropriate by her healthcare
provider;
 Expanding the entities to which
the hospital can refer the victim for
counseling, in hopes that more
hospitals will refer to communitybased rape crisis centers.

SASETA continued on page 15

THUMBS UP ...
THUMBS DOWN
Adams County

On Feb. 5, Judge Mark
Drummond
sentenced
Richard Carr to 30 years in
prison after he was found
guilty by a jury on two counts
of criminal sexual assault and two
counts of criminal sexual abuse. Carr
was found guilty on Dec. 12, 2007. He
escaped from the Adams County Jail
on Dec. 15, 2007 but was
apprehended the next day.

Adams County

On Jan. 17, Judge Scott
Walden sentenced John
Clayton to 13 years in prison
after he was found guilty on
one count of predatory
criminal sexual assault. Assistant
State’s
Attorney
Jon
Barnard
prosecuted the case and kept in close
contact with the victim throughout the
case. Quincy Herald Whig reporter
Rodney Hart also wrote an extremely
victim-sensitive story after the trial.

Cook County

On March 14, Judge
Dennis Porter sentenced
Mario Villa to 100 years in
prison after a jury found him
guilty of three counts of
aggravated criminal sexual assault for
an attack in 2004. Villa was dubbed the
“Northside Rapist” and is suspected in

Saseta

continued from page 14

Victims

Finally, ICASA achieved what to us
is much more than a linguistic victory
in these amendments. Since its
inception in 1976, SASETA and its
predecessor statute always addressed
the needs of “alleged sexual assault
survivors,” perpetually raising the
question of whether a patient was

LEGAL

A summary of important legal decisions in Illinois

five other sexual assaults that took
place on Chicago’s North Side. Villa is
expected to be tried in at least one
other sexual assault case.

Cook County

On March 14, Judge
Michael Brown sentenced
Pedro Ramos to seven
years in prison after he pled
guilty to one count of
aggravated criminal sexual abuse.
Ramos abused his stepdaughter.

Fayette County

child.

On Jan. 15, Judge Gene
Schwarm
sentenced
Edward Cunningham to 14
years in prison for predatory
criminal sexual assault of a

Fayette County

On Jan. 28, Judge
Roberts sentenced Michael
Cunningham to 17 years in
prison for predatory criminal
sexual assault of a child.
Michael Cunningham is the father of
Edward Cunningham. The victim in
each case was different.

actually a sexual assault survivor.
With these changes, any person who
presents for health care related to a
sex crime is a “sexual assault
survivor,” even before that crime is
reported, charged or prosecuted.
ICASA thanks its many allies in the
healthcare and hospital fields who
worked side-by-side with us to
improve the healthcare that rape
victims receive in Illinois.

DuPage County

On Dec. 5, Judge Bakalis
sentenced Jorge Anzaldo to
12 years in prison after he
pled guilty to one count of
predatory criminal sexual
assault. The victim was an 8-year-old
girl. Assistant State’s Attorney Maria
Alex prosecuted the case.

McLean County

On Feb. 7, Judge Kevin
Fitzgerald
sentenced
Michael D. Henderson to 65
years in prison for the 2006
rape and attack of a woman
at a local park. Henderson was found
guilty by a jury in Sept. 2007.
Henderson was arrested seven
months after he assaulted the woman
when DNA evidence provided through
a rape evidence kit matched a sample
he had given for a previous offense.
Assistant
State’s Attorney
Bill
Workman prosecuted the case.

More Information

More information about the
changes to SASETA, billing and
healthcare under SASESTA and
implementation of the new voucher
system is available on ICASA’s Web
site at www.icasa.org under “Legal
Issues” and “SASETA Resources &
Information.”

Libby Shawgo, a paralegal with
ICASA, contributed to this article.
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Allies and
Alliance
Building

Workshop exercise to work on
building allies

Ally: One whose personal
commitment to dismantling
oppression is reflected in a
willingness to work on the
following goals
Goals: Educate oneself about
oppression, challenge one’s own
prejudice, learn and practice skills
of anti-oppression, interrupt
oppressive remarks, behaviors
policies and institutional structures

Each one of us needs allies (in
target group and privilege). Each
of us can take the role of ally with
someone else.

Premises to start from: (from
Working Assumptions and
Guidelines for Alliance Building)
 Assume that others want to
be allies and it is in their best
interests to do so.
 Assume that others are
doing the best they can at a
given time given their own
oppression; assume that they
can and will do better.
 Assume that making
mistakes is part of being an
ally; don’t retreat, just learn
and move on.
 Assume you are your own
best expert and that you have
information others need to
hear. Speak only from your
experience.
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Missing: Minorities
in the Media

By Laura Washington

In the wake of racial upheaval, the
1968 “Riot Report” concluded the
media had to improve its coverage of
Black America. Has it? America was
burning. The riots unleashed by the
April 4, 1968 assassination of the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. were terrorizing
cities across the nation.
Chicago was no exception. Warner
Saunders got a desperate call from
WLS-TV, the local ABC affiliate. They
needed blacks on the air, and they
needed them now. So Saunders, who
was a community activist and
executive director of Chicago’s Better
Boys Foundation, signed up as cohost of a hastily arranged television
special, “For Blacks Only.”
The special, which aired in 1968,
snared such high ratings that the
station gave it a regular slot and kept it
going for 10 years. Saunders
eventually became a full-time reporter.
Today he’s the top news anchor at
Chicago’s NBC station.
Saunders’ foray into TV news came
weeks after President Lyndon B.
Johnson’s Kerner Commission report
declared, “Our nation is moving toward
two societies, one black, one white —
separate and unequal.”
The report, also known as “The Riot
Report,” released 40 years ago this
month, was a response to the urban
riots of the late ‘60s. Blacks, outraged
over poverty and racism, took to the
streets and shook up America’s
powers that be.

The commission produced an
exhaustive look at media coverage of
communities of color and responded
with a key recommendation: if the
United States hoped to cool down the
searing anger in its inner cities across
the nation, it must do a better job of
covering African-Americans.
The report’s authors slammed the
media, writing, “the journalistic
profession has been shockingly
backward in seeking out, hiring,
training and promoting Negroes.”
Four decades later, there has been
undeniable progress. Our cities are no
longer burning. Yet in many ways, we
are running on ice.
Following ‘68, news organizations
scrambled to find black faces and
connections. For a while, they were
actually plucking talented AfricanAmericans off the streets.
In 1978, the American Society of
Newspaper Editors (ASNE) set a goal
to have journalists reach parity with
their proportion of the population within
25 years.
We are still waiting on the ASNE
vow.
In 2007, the percentage of blacks,
Latinos, Asians and Native Americans
working in America’s daily newsrooms
stood at 13.62 percent, a slight decline
over the previous year, according to
ASNE’s annual newsroom census.
Those groups represent 33 percent of
the nation’s population.
The numbers are not much better
on the broadcast side. Local TV news
Missing continued on page 17
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“There is a way to look at the past.
Don’t hide from it. It will not catch
you – if you don’t repeat it.

”

Pearl Bailey

Numbers to ponder about Illinois

Information from Facing Race:
2007-2008 Legislative Report Card on
Racial Equity, Illinois.

Illinois is home to nearly 4 million
people of color — an increase of 10
percent since 2000 — and nearly 1.8
million immigrants. While one in three
people of color in Illinois is an
immigrant, four out of five immigrants
are people of color. In 2006, people of
color made up 35 percent of state
residents. The Illinois Department of
Commerce and Economic Opportunity
forecasts that by 2050 the majority of
the state’s population will be people of
color.
Illinois political leaders’ response to
these changing demographics will
determine the state’s future. States that
have implemented discriminatory
policies to exclude people of color and
immigrants have exacerbated racial
disparities and tensions, which has
even contributed in some instances to
violence. Others have embraced the
potential of these new and growing
communities and promoted equity,
benefiting the entire state. Illinois
immigrants have contributed to the
economic and population growth,
without
which
the
state’s
Congressional delegation would have
declined by two seats rather than one.

Missing

continued from page 16

shows boast about the rainbow of
faces featured on the 10 o’clock news.
But the real power lies with the news
managers and producers who pick the
stories and steer the coverage. That’s
the “if it bleeds, it leads” coverage that

Labeled by the Associated Press as
the nation’s “most average” state,
Illinois—the fifth most populated —
most closely mirrors the country in
demographic factors including race,
age,
income,
education,
and
immigration.
Racial disparities persist in income,
health, and education. For example:

 The median net worth of white
households—$111,750—is 6 times that
of households of color—$18,160.
 Approximately 26 percent of
working age Blacks and 30 percent of
working age Latinos are uninsured,
compared to 12 percent of Whites.
Nearly 52 percent of non-citizen
Latinos are unemployed.

 Less than a quarter of American
Indians—but 82 percent of Whites—
graduate from high school. Forty-three
percent of Black males graduate.
Racial gaps are widening in Illinois.
For example:

 Between 1980 and 2005, the
hourly wage gap in Illinois between
white and Latino workers widened by
21 percent; the gap between whites

passes for real reporting. Crime
victims, welfare mothers and child
abusers are the stars of those shows.
The public housing resident with the
rag on her head, the gang-banger
slouching out his signs. It’s a
sensational and only small slice of
African-American life today.
The decision-makers don’t know

and Blacks widened by 143 percent.

 Between 2005 and 2006, the
health insurance coverage gap
between Blacks and whites grew by 17
percent.
And on some measures, Illinois
ranks worst in the country.

 Illinois has the most inequitable
school-funding system in the nation—
per pupil spending differences
between districts are as high as
$19,000.

 Illinois ranks worst in Medicaid
funding per client—with the highest
gap between Medicaid coverage (the
amount paid by the Illinois Medicaid
system) and individual costs (the total
cost for the service)—leaving individual
Illinois residents to pay the highest
amount out of pocket.

Facing Race: 2007-2008 Legislative
Report Card is a project of the applied
research center, a public policy institute
advancing racial justice through
research, advocacy and journalism.
The applied research center publishes
the award-winning ColorLines
magazine and has offices in Oakland,
Chicago, and New York City.

any better. Most of them don’t live in
those communities and they probably
don’t know too many of the people who
do.
Meanwhile, journalists of color are
leaving the media — voluntarily and
otherwise — in droves. Some have
collided with the glass ceiling. Others
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TRAINING TABLE

A LOOK AHEAD

A look at an upcoming training facilitated by ICASA’s Training Institute.

ICASA’S ANNUAL STATEWIDE SEXUAL ASSAULT CONFERENCE
MAY 19-21, 2008
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL, SPRINGFIELD, IL

The Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault will host its Third Annual
Statewide Conference. The event will feature three days of workshops and
plenary’s for ICASA member center staff and allies.
The opening day will include an open space dialogue on Balancing Social
Services and Social Change and conclude with an evening reception. Veraunda
I. Jackson and Ann Troy will provide plenaries on the second day. Jackson’s
plenary is entitled “You Never Know.” Jackson is a former prosecutor and has
delivered lectures throughout the country. She is also the author of two books.
Troy will speak on “Girls Not Gone Wild.” She has also spoken throughout the
country.
ICASA’s annual recognition luncheon, “the Moxie Awards” will take place
following Troy’s plenary. The awards are given to five individuals/organizations
who have done exemplary work on behalf of victims of sexual violence or the
effort to end violence.
The day also includes four workshops and concludes with the presentation of
“I Am Every Woman” by Reanae McNeal that evening.
The conference concludes the final day with workshops by Sheryl Essenberg,
Barb Bennett and David Lee and ends with a general session on mandated
reporting.
For more information on ICASA’s Statewide Sexual Assault Conference
please call 217-753-4117.
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are being pushed out by the massive
changes in the media’s economy.
Ironically, at a time when the nation
is on the cusp of electing its first black
president, the press corps assigned to
dissect the presidential race remains
overwhelmingly white.
Every few years we get a “moment”
when America wakes up to our longfestering racial divide — the ‘60s riots,
the rebellion in South Central L.A., the
Tawana Brawley debacle, the O.J.
Simpson saga, Hurricane Katrina.
With each moment comes new
promises to bring more people of color
into the media discourse.
Last
year,
PBS
host
and
correspondent Gwen Ifill was suddenly
getting more airtime as an analyst on
the major networks, like at her alma
mater, NBC News. It should be
because of her experience covering
politics, her deep intellect and
plainspoken charm. It’s more likely
because she took on Don “Nappy
Head” Imus in the New York Times.
The Barack Obama Hope Machine
promises us a new kind of racial
moment in America. Let’s hope it’s an
opportunity for lasting progress on the
media diversity front as well.
This article was reprinted with
permission of Laura S. Washington.
The article originally appeared in In
These Times. Washington, an In
These Times senior editor, teaches
journalism at DePaul University and is
a columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times.

@
www.icasa.org
On the web

Real tragedy is prostitution

OPINION

Frenzy around Spitzer
overlooks pain caused
to women by prostitution

I

do not know what Eliot Spitzer
was thinking when he was
devoting so much of his time and
money to obtaining illegal sexual
services, but I know this: prostitution
is both a cause and a symptom of
great harm to girls and women.
Women who are used in prostitution—
including those bought and sold in
‘indoor’ venues like strip clubs and
through escort services—are
frequently raped and battered by the
men whose disposable income is the
lifeblood of the sex industry. In
Chicago alone, where approximately
16,000 girls and women are involved
in prostitution annually, almost a
quarter (24.1%) of those prostituted
through escort services report being
raped more than ten times.

But instead of being regarded as
an ongoing indictment of our country’s
commitment to equality and dignity,
prostitution tends to be treated as
titillating or harmless—and many still
define it as a “victimless” crime.
When the issue of prostitution breaks
into public consciousness via the
occasional ‘scandal’ involving a great
man brought low by his ‘private’
predilections, the conversation turns
quickly to the damage that is, or will,
or may be done, to his once
marvelous career. The woman
herself, aside from being regarded as
some kind of a leper whose touch has
the power to devastate career and
family, recedes into invisibility.

That violence is regularly inflicted
on prostitutes is widely acknowledged:
even the fairytales about prostitution
that permeate our entertainment
recognize that prostitutes are frequent
targets for brutality. When the pimps
and the johns have real money,
however, people become increasingly
reluctant to believe survivor accounts
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of abuse: ‘hi-class’ call girls, the
storyline goes, don’t get raped by their
dates. The immediate coverage
regarding Spitzer embodies this
dynamic: while rape and battery are
commonly regarded as the
occupational hazards of prostitution,
evidence that Spitzer himself targeted
prostitutes for harm is being
minimized, and the prostitution ring
that Spitzer frequented is getting
classier and classier with every
description.

Violence is not the only reality that
is seen and simultaneously ignored in
prostitution. As is widely known but
little discussed during scandals like
the current one, the path into
prostitution is paved by child sexual
abuse. In fact, if every survivor of
childhood sexual abuse was removed
from the “supply” side of the equation,
you could cripple the sex industry
immediately: the overwhelming
majority of women in prostitution are
first bought and sold before they can
vote. But like the research on
violence in prostitution, evidence
which suggests that the sex industry
has a dependent and reciprocal
relationship with the rape of little girls
is mostly treated with a yawn.

Socially, we know a great deal
about the harms done to women
before, during, and after involvement
in prostitution. But in the
conversations about Spitzer, great
attention (sometimes gleefully) is
being paid to the ways in which he will
be hurt by this, with virtually no
discussion of the likely damage done
to her.

Involvement in prostitution
frequently follows circumstances that
no one would wish on their worst
enemy, including incest and desperate
poverty. It is frequently characterized
by daily exposure to violence and
degradation that has a devastating
impact on its victims—substance
abuse and severe post traumatic
stress disorder being only two of the
common responses to being
prostituted. And yet, we are once
again having a public debate, related
to prostitution, which seems obsessed
with how a career will be damaged,
how a ‘private’ matter has brought
public shame to a prominent man and
his family.

There are many people who can
eloquently discuss the tragedies of a
wife humiliated, a career derailed, or a
politically motivated criminal
investigation. What I want everyone
to think about is the tragedy of our
continuing insensitivity to the violence
against girls and women that animates
prostitution. I want to discuss the
tragedy of one of our nation’s great
criminal investigators participating in
the exploitation of a woman who could
likely teach him a great deal about
sexual abuse, or point him in the
direction of multiple rapists or batters.
Spitzer didn’t meet with prostituted
women in order to further a campaign
against child sex abuse, or to learn
how to better undermine an industry
that benefits from and furthers the
systematic degradation of girls and
women. Instead, he used his money
to pay a pimp, and even while he may
suffer some shame, his actions only
serve to legitimize the sex industry,
which further undermines and silences
the voices of the girls and women who
wouldn’t be there if they had better
options — or sometimes, just one way
out.

Kaethe Morris Hoffer is a feminist
lawyer based in Illinois. The Final
Word is a regular column in Coalition
Commentary.
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Participants in the YWCA of McLean County Stepping Stones Sexual Assault Services’ Peace Camp take a break for lunch.
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